When stories of child sexual abuse

work their way into the public consciousness, they are typically told
when the system has tragically failed the victims. Overshadowed
by those accounts is the reality that Texas has been a leader in the
continuous improvement of efforts to bring safety, justice, and healing
to these victims and their families. This can be best understood by
comparing snapshots of the realities faced by representative child
victims at key points on a timeline spanning more than 30 years.

1985

The Seeds of Awareness
Before the country’s first CAC opened in 1985, child victims of sexual
abuse were unlikely to experience the three pillars of restoration – safety,
justice, and healing. Instead, communities and agencies struggled to
even discern the truth of what had happened to a child.
In a culture of silence, driven by
the prevailing inability to fathom
the possibility that children
could be sexually abused by a
trusted adult, outcries were the
exception. The rare victim whose
story reached authorities was
then forced to run the gauntlet
of a system designed for adult
victims, enduring a series of
re-traumatizing interviews
with police, child protection
professionals, therapists,
prosecutors, and others. This
uncoordinated approach not only
stressed its young victims, it often
yielded testimony corrupted by the
bias of untrained interviewers and the typical child’s fear-driven desire to
please those in authority.

“The rare
victim whose
story reached
authorities was
then forced to
run the gauntlet
of a system
designed for
adult victims.”

In the absence of a formal means to coordinate investigations, life and
death decisions were often made with limited information. Ineffective
interventions, some fatal to the victim, were far too prevalent.
In an effort to change the culture, the country’s first children’s advocacy
center (CAC) opened in 1985. Texans who visited the center in
Huntsville, AL saw how its specialized services adapted the justice
system to meet a child’s unique needs and brought the concept home.
The first CAC in Texas opened in 1989 in Amarillo.

Christopher
Age 7, Houston

After tearfully telling his mother
about abuse he had endured
at the hands of his uncle,
Christopher described the
incidents to an officer at the local
police station. Over the next few
weeks, he ended up re-telling his
story to 12 different people from
five different agencies. The uncle’s
lawyer negotiated a 10-year
probation. While Christopher’s
mom did her best to support
his recovery, she did so without
access to therapeutic services
or the support of her family who
refused to believe the uncle would
do such a thing.

#1 Song of 1985:

CARELESS WHISPER, WHAM!

#1 Movie of 1985:
BACK TO THE FUTURE

Texas Population:
16.27 MILLION

Texas CACs:
ZERO

2005

Building a Foundation

Sara

Age 13, Kaufman

Thanks to legislation signed by then-Governor George W. Bush
in 1995, child victims of sexual abuse in Texas were benefiting
from the expanding adoption of the CAC model with emphasis
placed primarily on forensic interviewing and coordinated
investigations.
During the first decade of development, when child victims
of abuse living near one of the state’s 13 CACs mustered the
courage to report, they received a forensic interview, integrated
investigatory efforts, and some family support services. Later
in the decade, centers began to plan for the addition of a
greater depth of services that would include professional family
advocacy and trauma-informed therapy.
This first decade of the new millennium was marked by the
development of 47 CACs and expansion into 99 counties as
well as efforts to lay the foundation to provide comprehensive
services to children and families.

“Later in the decade, centers
began to plan for the addition of
a greater depth of services that
would include professional family
advocacy and trauma-informed
therapy.”

After making an outcry to her math
teacher, Sara’s story of abuse at the
hands of her tennis coach led her
on a journey through a successful
forensic interview at the nearby
CAC and into the courthouse
where she watched her abuser’s
conviction and sentencing. In the
days that followed, she struggled to
re-engage with school and life and
needed mental health services. Her
parents were unable to understand
or respond to her post-traumatic
behaviors.

#1 Song of 2005:

WE BELONG TOGETHER,
MARIAH CAREY

#1 Movie of 2005:

STAR WARS: REVENGE OF
THE SITH

Texas Population:
22.78 MILLION

Texas CACs:

47 IN 99 COUNTIES

2017

Journey Toward Healing

Madison
Age 15, Boerne

As the CAC concept matured and reached previously unserved
Texas counties, CAC leaders worked to enhance service offerings
and pursue a vision of full restoration for clients.
CACs are steadily closing
gaps in the statewide safety
net. With a steady flow of
real-time case data from
investigative partners,
centers are rapidly identifying
cases suitable for the CAC
approach and scaling
capacity to reach them.
Capacity for investigators is
still strained and additional
tools are needed to keep
shrinking the gaps in the
safety net, but the system
is more effective than ever. Two thirds of DFPS sexual abuse
cases (i.e., family-related) now cross CAC thresholds and research
is underway to similarly improve access to law-enforcementgenerated cases (typically non-familial perpetrators). CACs still
need additional analytical tools to fully track referred cases and
shrink the gaps in the safety net, but the system is more effective
than ever.

“...an
astonishing
number of
courageous
children have
restored their
essential selves.”

At present, the network of CACs employs more than 200 clinicians
trained to provide evidence-based, trauma-informed therapy. Last
year, more than 106,000 therapeutic sessions were delivered. 71%
of clients initially diagnosed with significant depression symptoms
showed none after 12 therapeutic sessions. 52% of clients starting
with post-traumatic stress disorder symptoms showed none after
12 sessions. As a result, an astonishing number of courageous
children have restored their essential selves.

Madison’s mother grew suspicious
when she suddenly lost her
interest in church youth group
activities. When pressed, the
honor student broke down and
revealed that she had been
abused by an adult volunteer at a
church lock-in. While Madison’s
case is still being investigated,
she and her family have left the
church they attended for 22 years
and are receiving therapy and
comprehensive services at their
local CAC.

#1 Song of 2017:
THE SHAPE OF YOU,
ED SHEERAN

#1 Movie of 2017:

STAR WARS: THE LAST JEDI

Texas Population:
28.3 MILLION

Texas CACs:

70 IN 201 COUNTIES

2025

Restoration for All
“We dream of a state united in
its response to crimes against
children, communities aware of
the complexities of these cases,
and a system that provides the
multi-level services proven to
deliver restoration.”
We envision a day when every child victim of abuse is
restored through our integrated combination of safety, justice
and healing. We dream of a state united in its response
to crimes against children, communities aware of the
complexities of these cases, and a system that provides
the multi-level services proven to deliver restoration. We are
convinced that a well-informed Texas will meet the needs of
abused children by supporting the collaborative network of
criminal justice and child protection professionals and CACs
who do this vitally important work.
Together we remain committed to these children and the
people who strive to protect and provide for them by facing
new challenges, continuing to tackle persistent hurdles,
and overcoming long-standing obstacles along the way.
Despite the complexity and enormity of the fight ahead, we
are accelerating toward a noble, shared end goal: securing
SAFETY, JUSTICE, HEALING, and RESTORATION for all
young Texans.

no waitlists

all children
in need of
CAC services
appropriately
served

community
dialogue
about abuse

fully-funded agencies

safety, justice, healing, and
restoration

Viewed on the timeline of our rich history, the CAC network
has evolved in terms of expertise and effectiveness.
These stories showcase the power of shared purpose and
pragmatic action in serving the children we endeavor to
help. Together, we work to bring safety, justice, healing,
and restoration to child victims of abuse. We continue to
be inspired by the progress being made in support of this
mission.
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Austin, Texas 78757
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